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  Market Channel Evaluation: 

  Analysis of a Direct-Store- 

  Delivery Pilot for Local Meat 

 

Market channel analysis is used to compare the costs and returns to the sale of products 

through different market outlets. By comparing these costs and returns and the relative risks 

associated with each channel, growers can make informed decisions about primary and 

secondary channels for their products. This report is part of the evaluation phase of action 

research1 used by the NCGT project, with findings used to inform continued project activities 

related to NCGT goals and objectives. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

NC Growing Together is a project supported by the Agriculture and Food 
Research Initiative competitive grant no. 2013-68004-20363 of the USDA   
National Institute of Food and Agriculture.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Introduction 

 

This report evaluates a November 2013-March 2014 supply chain pilot project connecting two 

sources of locally produced pork (one large scale indoor operation with heritage breeds – 

Cheshire Heritage Pork; one local meat aggregator sourcing from a dozen pasture-based pork 

producers – Firsthand Foods) with four grocery stores in a regional grocery store chain (Lowes 

Foods).  NC Growing Together facilitated the connection-making between these organizations, 

with the common understanding among participants that this was a pilot to examine the 

feasibility of a direct-store-delivery model for local meats. These two production sources were 

chosen because they have the potential to scale up and supply product consistently to more 

stores in the chain, either through direct-store-delivery or via the chain’s regional distribution 

center. The primary end-markets for both Firsthand and Cheshire are restaurants, with 

Firsthand delivery direct-to-restaurant and Cheshire more often selling through a food 

distributor (e.g., Southern Foods, US Foods). The particular stores were targeted because their 

customer base consisted of a relatively high number of “premium” shoppers who were 

assumed to be more likely to purchase the product: the sales price of the local pork products 

from the pilot producers varied from 50-100% of the price of the store’s commodity pork 

offerings.  Cheshire and Firsthand began sales in their respective stores (three stores in the 

                                                           
1 Action Research is a reflective process of progressive problem solving that involves iterative cycles of planning, action, and evaluation to build 
knowledge and create change. 
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Raleigh area for Cheshire, and one store in Pinehurst for Firsthand), in mid-November 2013. 

The pilot ended in Feb/March 2014 with both entities concluding that DSD delivery to Lowes 

Stores was not a profitable market channel. Since that time, both entities continue to sell to 

restaurants, and Firsthand Foods revived a CSA-style meat box program and is preparing to 

supply meats to a new co-op grocery store in Durham, NC.  

Information for this report was collected from participants over the life of the pilot. This 

included the manager-owners of each of the production entities, the meat category manager at 

the corporate office of the grocery, and individual store managers.   

Meat products can reach Lowes Foods store shelves through four possible routes: (1) Farmer 

sells via direct-store-delivery (DSD), delivering to individual stores (2) Farmer sells product to an 

aggregator which then sells via DSD (3) Farmer sells directly to the grocery store 

wholesaler/distributor which delivers to stores (4) Farmer sells to an aggregator which then 

sells to the wholesaler/distributor which then delivers to stores. Chershire Heritage is a single 

farm that delivered DSD (#1), and Firsthand Foods is an aggregator selling DSD (#2). 
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Summary of Findings 

Cheshire and Firsthand Foods consider themselves to be in growth phases for their businesses. 

Cheshire is a family-owned business harvesting upwards of 3000 animals (hogs) per year; 

Firsthand Foods is owned by two business partners and aggregates from both pork producers 

(approximately 200 animals per year), and beef producers. Both entities looked at the 

opportunity to sell into a “mainstream” grocery chain (as compared to a single co-op grocery 

store) as a potential way to grow their business. By the end of the six month pilot, both had 

concluded that a DSD market channel of fresh pork cuts was not a viable business alternative.  

The grocery required the producers to add a standard margin of approximately 1/3 the 

wholesale price. Because the meat price was already 50% or more of the cost of commodity 

meats, it is highly likely that the price differential negatively impacted sales.  Vendors delivered 

the product and stocked the product on store shelves—stores did not hold inventory for 

vendors. During the first 5-8 weeks (depending on the store) of the pilot, vendors sampled 

product on the weekends, and found enthusiasm among shoppers and sufficient sales on these 

days. Firsthand estimated that the costs of sampling during that time period was approximately 

$3000, both for the product, travel, and labor time. After 5- 8 weeks vendors ceased sampling 

but continued deliveries as needed.  

The consistency of communication varied by vendor and store. One vendor noted that she was 

told by phone that the store needed product, but at delivery found the shelves fully stocked. 

Meat managers seemed interested in the product, the novelty and that it would be well-

received by premium shoppers, but did not have the ability or knowledge to market the 

product in the local community. Store managers relied on sampling to build a customer base, 

but the costs to continue a sampling program were prohibitive for both vendors.  

Both vendors initially sold a selection of products, as requested by Lowes Foods meat category 

manager—bone-in and bone-out pork chops, and bacon and sausage. Cheshire also sold a shelf-

stable salami. As the pilot continued, however, each vendor adjusted the product selection in 

an attempt to stock only those products that were selling at the store. This adjustment in 

product also led Cheshire to reduce their price in hopes of generating higher sales. As Cheshire 

noted:  

If they did not sell, the pork chops, we’d have to take all those back. We stopped doing the pork 

chops because they only have 12 days shelf life and we had to buy it back. Bacon and salami we 

kept in there, but we were barely making anything. 

Both vendors viewed initially slow sales and needed changes in the product mix as a normal 

part of entering a new market, and in an interview at the conclusion of the pilot noted that the 

retail experience had prepared them for any future endeavor with a grocery retailer: 
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What did work for us [what we gained from the pilot], is that we figured out we could do it if we 

want to do it again, what worked was the product mix and the packaging and the way that they 

received product, we set up a system for [the store], creating cases for product, selling by the 

case. It was easy to set up. 

This same vendor concluded that selling through a mainstream grocery retailer, which had been 

seen as a potentially attractive complementary market channel to the seasonality of restaurant 

accounts, was not a good fit for their business: 

Where we have come to [after having this experience] is that the retail partnership with a 

traditional retail grocer is not in the cards for us. We have no leverage in that relationship…. —

[we were] in a sea of products trying to stand out… 

The other vendor saw concrete benefits in the (albeit short and ultimately unprofitable) 

relationship with Lowes Foods. 

After a while I stopped looking at it like that (the fact that we were not making money on the sales), I 

knew were weren’t going to get rich or even make money from it.  We would always get emails from 

people to our website who were happy about it being in Lowes. It was good advertising.  To have the 

opportunity to go into Lowes to try and create a product….it was one of the best experiences I have had.  

When asked why the meat pilot did not “work”, vendors noted the following reasons:  the 

customer base was not a good fit for a premium local product, either because of the price point 

or because consumers were unaware of the differences between local and commodity meats; 

the grocery retailer required the standard markup that priced the product to highly; there was 

no plan for marketing the new product other than having the vendors do in-store sampling; the 

volume of sales was too low to justify the transportation costs. The store meat managers 

understood the vendors reasoning for pulling out of the stores, noting that the high price of the 

product was the reason for slow sales. One manager felt that sales would have been higher if 

there had been marketing support. 

Activities for the NCGT Project for 2014-2015 

This DSD meat pilot was attempted as a means to see if the success of small/mid-scale fruit and 

vegetable growers selling DSD to one or more Lowes Foods stores could be replicated for local 

meat producers: between 2012 and 2014, the number of local produce vendors selling direct to 

store grew by four-fold. The distinct difference between local produce and local meats, 

however, is that local produce is sold at the store level at virtually the same price point as 

commodity produce. For meat, this is not the case, with prices exceeding commodity meats by 

+50%.  Premium shoppers may be willing to purchase at this price point, but the low volume of 

sales to these shoppers can not cover the costs of distribution for small producers.  
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Based on the findings of the pilot, the NCGT project undertook the following initiatives: 

(1) Commissioned a marketing/merchandizing study on local meat products in grocery 

settings in fall 2014. A major focus of the study was to discover the impact that stocking 

local meat products in retail settings would have on (1) customer perceptions of the 

store (2) sales of other premium products. If these additional benefits could be linked to 

local meat, an argument could be made for a lower markup on these products. The 

study found that stores that stocked source-identified local meat are judged by 

consumers to have a more knowledgeable staff, be cleaner, and have a better décor. 

Further, high income shoppers spend 8% more at checkout if the store carries source-

identified local meats. Thus, retailers that carry local food items are likely to increase 

purchasing by their high income shoppers, and strengthen consumer loyalty among all 

shoppers. For more details on this study see: The Good Food Schema:  Effects of 

Compelling Messaging for Locally Sourced Meat Products in Grocery Store Settings on 

the project website: ncgrowingtogether.org/Research/ 

 

(2) Initiated plansfor a frozen pasture-based meat (and local NC frozen seafood) bunker 

pilot in the five newly remodeled stores in the Winston-Salem area.   

a. Frozen meats reduce the costs associated with more frequent delivery, and allow 

longer shelf life.  

b. A dedicated location for local meats in the stores sets them apart from the 

commodity meat sections.  

c. Holding the trial in the same city as corporate headquarters means the pilot can 

draw on support of an employee at Lowes corporate that works both for Lowes and 

for NCGT. This individual can provide frequent and hands-on operational and 

marketing support. 

 

(3) Began advertising for a summer intern for NC Choices (CEFS meat supply chain program) 

to focus on creating both customer and store-employee materials to inform these 

groups on the differences between locally-sourced and commodity meat products.  

 

(4) Began advertising for a summer intern for Firsthand Foods to focus on creating a guide 

for meat producers interested in selling into groceries and institutional (e.g. hospital, 

university) accounts. 

 

(5) Provides support for NC Choices trainings to inform producers of the challenges and 

opportunities selling into wholesale and retail markets, and to provide concrete 

information on improving business processes (e.g., accounting, inventory management).  


